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FASTER SAFER WORKSPACE

Pull up to 130ʼ Per Minute

Capstan Cleat Captures Rope or String

Head Captures Edge of Panel Box

CANNON 1K

The Cannon 1K makes quick work of installing branch circuits, data cables, 
fiber optic cables, & large pull ropes. With an impressive pull speed of up to 
130' per minute, the built-in handle allows users to easily maintain control of the 
unit and is adjustable for both left and right handed user's. A quick release 
connector arm reduces setup time and the included slotted pulling head has an 
adjustable conduit clamp, allowing the user to secure the unit directly onto the 
edge of the conduit or panel while pulling for added stability. The articulating 
wedge arm is perfect for overhead applications, just push the arm to the top of 
the panel or box next to the conduit entry & run the rope to the capstan. The 1K's 
extendable pulling arm allows users to adjust the distance from the conduit opening 
or panels edge, with the option of adding an additional piece of 1" rigid to achieve 
longer distances. The removable capstan end plate makes taking the rope, mule 
tape, or string off after a pull simple. Just loosen the set screws holding the 
plate on, then remove it and slide the rope off the capstan. Lanyards on the 
stainless steel pins ensure no parts are lost in between pulls. Guaranteed by 
our industry leading 6 year warranty & made in the USA.

HAND HELD DRILL OPERATED PULLER

2 ARMS INCLUDED!

SEE MORE
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Patent Pending

Model Description Specifications 

C1K Cannon 1K 
Handheld Puller

7”H x 7”W x 24”L 
9 lb.

HAND HELD DRILL OPERATED PULLER
CANNON 1K

STAINLESS STEEL
LANYARDS & PINS

to prevent losing attachments

QUICK RELEASE CONNECTOR ARM
to reduce setup time

REMOVABLE CAPSTAN END PLATE
for fast line release & increased capacity

SOLID ALUMINUM MOUNTING BRACKET
& rubber gaskets

ATTACHES TO ALL MAJOR CORDLESS DRILLS
& weighs only 6.5 lb. or 10 lb. with a typical drill setup

SLOTTED EXTENDER ARM ROLLER TIP
with removable & adjustable conduit clamp

STAINLESS STEEL RECEIVER TUBE
for greater strength & stability

*Drill not included

REVERSIBLE HANDLE
for left and right handed users
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